
PAL SHELVING
DESIGN REFINED



Simplicity of materials combined with 
design sophistication culminated in 
an elegant, streamlined and dynamic 
shelving system named PAL.

PAL was created with the idea of only  
minimal materials being used. This 
results in a simplistic yet sophisticated 
shelving system, rarely seen for domestic 
or office application.

Constructed from elegant thin steel tube 
available in matte black or white gloss 
powder coat, PAL can be single or joined 
to form multiple units. 

Once assembled PAL is extremely strong 
and never loosens, no matter if moved or 
rearranged.

The system is freestanding so there  
is no need for it to be affixed to a  
wall, offering the flexibility to use  
as a sculptural room divider.

Shelves come in a variety of materials 
and configurations – powder coated 
steel, timber oak veneer or melamine.

Shelves which curve, become storage 
boxes, boxes specifically for your files  
and lots more.

PAL is a system designed in Australia, 
made in Australia, from 100% Australian 
materials.
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM: 30 HALL STREET HAWTHORN EAST
CALL: 03) 9822 6133  EMAIL: SALES@AERODESIGNS.COM.AU
VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.AERODESIGNS.COM.AU

SEE PAL SHELVING ONLINE

https://www.aerodesigns.com.au/products/pal-shelving
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Pal 1900 – Tall Frame  $685 
1865mmH x 1000mmW x 400mmD

Pal 1900 – Tall Extension  $575 
1865mmH x 990mmW x 400mmD 

Pal 800 – Low Frame  $525 
815mmH x 1000mmW x 400mmD

Pal 800 – Low Extension $395 
815mmH x 990mmW x 400mmD 

Tall Curve Frame  $900

Low Curve Frame  $600

Metal bookshelf $130 
Timber bookshelf  $150

Metal or melamine shelf $80 
Timber shelf  $130

Metal curved shelf $115 
Timber curved shelf  $165

Metal box $175 
Timber storage box $695 
White melamine storage box $495 
Timber cube $395 
White melamine cube $295 
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We ensure the quality of our design and workmanship 
in our products will provide many years of enjoyment 
when subject to their intended use. If an issue arises, 
we have a 10 year structural warranty on all our our 
products. The warranty specifically relates to frames 
and ensures your purchase is free of defective 
workmanship in furniture that is subject to normal 
application and has been carefully maintained and 
sensibly used.

DESKS, SHELVING UNITS, DINING TABLES  
AND CHAIRS

A 10 year warranty covers the structural integrity of 
dining tables, desks and shelving units. Environmental 
conditions can affect the performance and appearance 
of your furniture causing colour changes of timber 
which cannot be warranted. As our finishes are subject 
to everyday wear and tear they cannot be warranted.

Powder coating – whilst every care is taken to provide 
the most suitable finish according to the use and 
environment the product will be subjected to, Aero 
Designs cannot guarantee powder coat finishes 
against scratching, scuffing or chipping if not treated 
with care.

In the unlikely event of making a claim, the warranty 
covers the cost involved in the repair but excludes any 
transport or freight costs associated with the claim.

WARRANTY
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